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Tae Kwon Do Forms Background and Definitions 
The Lee’s Martial Arts Academy is sanctioned by the U.S.A. Tae Kwon-do Federation, which was 

founded by GrandMaster Lee Kie Duck (GM Duke Lee).  GM Lee is a 9
th

 dan in the World Tae Kwon-

do Federation (WTF).  Below is a brief description of the background and definitions of our Academy’s 

forms.  The first forms learned by every student at the Lee’s Martial Arts Academy (Lee’s) are the 

Kicho forms.  Kicho can be translated into beginning, basic, or fundamental.  There are three Kicho 

forms.  

 

The Kicho Forms.  These are the basic forms that all students at Lee’s are required to learn. 

Kicho Il jang. – (Yellow) Kicho Ee jang. – (Yellow)  Kicho Sam jang. – (Orange) 

 

The following is taken from http://www.natkd.com/palgawe.htm. 

 

The Palgwe forms are one of two options used for color belt gradings in Olympic Tae Kwon-Do.  These 

were the first set of forms the WTF created.  The Taegeuk forms are used more often in modern 

WTF/Olympic curriculums.  Many WTF schools teach the Palgwe forms to supplement their 

curriculum.  The main difference between the Taegeuk forms and the Palgwe forms is that the Palgwe 

forms use more of the deeper traditional stances than the Taeguek forms which use more of the shorter 

walking stances. 

  

Palgwe Forms (Poomses):  Detailed Descriptions and Histories 
WTF uses Poomses for patterns.  Poomses originate from the book 'I Ching', a Chinese oracle.  The I 

Ching has 64 hexagrams, a combination of two sets of three lines, closed or broken.  The sets of three 

lines are called trigrams.  The closed lines represent Yang, the open lines Yin.  In the Chinese language, 

the unity of Yin and Yang is called 'taich'i'.  In the Korean language, the unity is called T'ae-guk.  This 

explains the term Poomse Taegeuk.  The eight trigrams together are called Pal-gwe as in Poomse 

Palgwe. 

 

Poomse Taegeuk/Palgwe Il Jang -- Heaven (Orange Belt) 

(South, Father) The first Taegeuk/Palgwe is the beginning of all Poomses.  The 

associated trigram represents Yang (heaven, light), therefore, this Poomse should be 

performed with the greatness of Heaven.  

Poomse Taegeuk/Palgwe Ee Jang -- Lake (Green Belt) 

(South East, Youngest daughter) In the depths of the lake are treasures and mysteries. 

The movements of this Taegeuk/Palgwe should be performed knowing that man has 

limitations, but that we can overcome these limitations.  This should lead to a feeling of 

joy, knowing that we can control our future.  

Poomse Taegeuk/Palgwe Sam Jang -- Fire (Purple Belt) 

(East, Second daughter) Fire contains a lot of energy.  Fire helped man to survive, but 

on the other hand had some catastrophical results.  This form should be performed 

rhythmically, with some outbursts of energy.  

Poomse Taegeuk/Palgwe Sa Jang -- Thunder (Purple Belt) 

(North East, Eldest son) Thunder comes from the sky and is absorbed by the earth. 

Thunder is one of the most powerful natural forces, circling, gyrating.  This 

Taegeuk/Palgwe should be performed with this in mind.  
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Poomse Taegeuk/Palgwe Oh Jang -- Wind (Blue Belt) 

(South West, Eldest daughter) Wind is a gently force, but can sometimes be furious, 

destroying everything in it's path.  Poomse Taegeuk/Palgwe Oh Jang should be 

performed like the wind:  gently, but knowing the ability of mass destruction with a 

single movement.  

Poomse Taegeuk/Palgwe Yook Jang -- Water (Brown Belt) 

(West, Second son) Water can move a mountain.  The movements of this Poomse 

should be performed like water.  Sometimes standing still like water in a lake, 

sometimes thriving as a river.  

Poomse Taegeuk/Palgwe Chil Jang -- Mountain (Red Belt) 

(North West, Youngest son) Mountains will always look majestic, no matter the size. 

This Poomse should be performed with the feeling that all movements are this majestic 

and deserved to be praised.  

Poomse Taegeuk/Palgwe Pal Jang -- Earth (Red/Black Belt) 

(North, Mother) The associated trigram of this Poomse is Yin:  the end of the 

beginning, the evil part of all that is good.  Even in this darkness, there is still some 

light.  Performing this Taegeuk/Palgwe, one should be aware that this is the last 

Taegeuk/Palgwe to be learned, it also is the end of a circle, and therefore it is also the 

first, the second etc... 

 

Both Palgwe's and Taegeuk's are numbered from one to eight.  For forms described after this 

point, there is no longer a difference between the patterns.  The patterns below are taught after 

the Poomse Taegeuks as well as the Poomse Palgwes and are black belt (dan) forms. 
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Poomse Koryo – 1
st
 dan 

Koryo (Korea) is the name of an old Korean Dynasty.  The people from the Koryo-period 

defeated the Mongolian aggressors.  Their spirit is reflected in the movements of the Poomse 

Koryo.  Each movement of this Poomse represents the strength and energy needed to control 

the Mongols.  Our version varies slightly from the WTF version.  Koryo poomsae symbolizes 

"seonbae", which means a learned man, who is characterized by a strong martial spirit as well 

as a righteous learned man's spirit.  The spirit had been inherited through the ages of Koguryo, 

Palhae and down to Koryo, which is the background of organizing the Koryo poomsae.  The 

new techniques appearing in this poomsae are kodeup-chagi, sonnal bakkat-chigi, hansonnal 

arae-makki, khaljaebi, mureup kkukki, momtong hecho-makki, jumeok pyojeok-jireugi, 

pyonsonkkeut jeocho-tzireugi, batangson nullo-makki, palkup yop-chagi, mejumeok arae 

pyojeok-chigi, etc, which only black-belts can practice.  The junbi-seogi is the tongmilgi 

which requires mental concentration by positioning the hand in between the upper abdomen 

and the lower abdomen where "sin"(divine) and "jeong"(spirit) converge.  The line of poomsae 

represents the Chinese letter which means "seonbae" or "seonbi", a learned man or a man of 

virtue in the Korean language. 

Poomse Keumgang – 2
nd

 dan 
The definition of Keumgang is "Too strong to be broken", or "diamond".  The movements of 

the Poomse Keumgang are as beautiful as the Keumgang-san (a Korean mountain) and as 

strong as Keumgang-seok (diamond).  Our version is slightly different.  Keumgang (meaning 

diamond) has the significance of "hardness" and "ponderosity".  The Mt. Keumgang on the 

Korean peninsula, which is regraded as the center of national spirit, and the "Keumgang yoksa" 

(Kumgang warrior) as named by Buddha, who represents a mightiest warrior, are the 

background of denominating this poomsae.  New techniques introduced in this poomsae are 

batangson teokchigi, hansonnal momtong anmakki, Keumgangmakki, santeulmakki, kheun 

doltzeogi (large hinge), etc., and the hakdariseogi.  The poomsae line symbolizes a mountain 

displayed by the Chinese letter.  The movements should be powerful and well-balanced so as 

to befit black-belter's dignity. 

Poomse TaeBaek – 3
rd

 dan 
The legendary 'Dangoon' founded a nation in Taebaek, near Korea's biggest mountain 

Baekdoo.  Baekdoo is a symbol for Korea.  The definition of Taebaek is "lightness".  Every 

movement in this Poomse must not only be exact and fast, but with determination and 

hardness.  Our version is slightly different.  Taebaek is the name of a mountain with the 

meaning of "bright mountain", where Tangun, the founder of the nation of Korean people, and 

the bright mountain symbolizes sacredness of soul and Tangun's thought of "hongik 

ingan"(humanitarian ideal).  There are numerous sites known as Taeback, but Mt. Paektu, 

which has been typically known as the cradle of Korean people, is the background of naming 

the Taebaek poomsae.  New techniques introduced in this poomsae are sonnal arae 

hechomakki, sonnal opeojapki (grabbing), japhin sonmokppaegi (pulling out the caught wrist), 

Keumgang momtong-makki, doltzeogi (hinge), etc.  The line of poomsae is like a Chinese 

letter, which symbolizes the bridge between the Heaven and the earth, signifying human beings 

founded a nation by the Heaven's order.  The poomsae movements are largely composed of 

momtongmakki and chigi. 
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Poomse Pyongwon – 4
th

 dan 
The definition of Pyongwon is "stretch, vast plain":  big, majestic.  ―Pyongwon‖ means a plain which 

is a vast stretched-out land.  It is the source of life for all the creatures and the field where the human 

beings live their life.  The poomsae Pyongwon was based on the idea of peace and struggle resulting 

from the principles of origin and use.  The new techniques introduced in this poomsae are palkup 

ollyochigi, olgul kodureo yop-makki, dangkyo teokchigi, meongyechigi, hechosanteulmakki, etc.  The 

junbiseogi is the moaseogi wenkyopson (left overlapping hands), which requires concentration of 

force in the lower abdomen, the source of body strength, as the land is the beginning and source of 

human life. The line of poomsae means the origin and transformation of the plain. 

Poomse Sipjin – 5
th

 dan 
Sipjin stands for decimal.  This Poomse represents the orderliness of the decimal system.  It also 

means the endless development and growth in a systematic order:  stability.  The word ―Sipjin‖ was 

derived from the thought of 10 longevity, which advocates there are ten creatures of long life, namely, 

sun, moon, mountain, water, stone, pine tree, herb of eternal youth, tortoise, deer, and crane.  There are 

two heavenly bodies, 3 natural resources, two plants, and 3 animals, all giving human beings faith, 

hope and love.  The poomsae Sipjin symbolizes those things.  The new techniques introduced in this 

poomsae are hwangso-makki, sonbadak kodureo makki, bawimilgi (rock pushing), sonnaldeung 

momtong hechomakki, kklyeolligi (lifting up), chetdarijireugi (fork shape jireugi), sonnal otkoreo 

araemakki, sonnaldeung momtongmakki, which counts 10.  The Chinese letter meaning ten is form of 

the poomsae line, which signifies an infinite numbering of the decimal system and ceaseless 

development.   

 

Poomse Jitae – 6
th

 dan 
Jitae is derived from the meaning of the earth.  All things evolve from and return to the earth, the earth 

is the beginning and the end of life.  The word ―Jitae‖ means a man standing on the ground with the 

two feet, looking over the sky.  A man on the earth represents the way of struggling for human life, 

such as kicking, treading and jumping on the ground.  Therefore, the poomsae symbolizes various 

aspects occurring in the course of human being’s struggle for existence.  The new techniques 

introduced in this poomsae are hansonnal olgul-makki, keumgang momtong-jireugi, anpalmok 

kodureo makki and mejumeok yop pyojeok-chigi only, and the poomsae line signifies a man standing 

on the earth to spring up toward the heaven. 

 

Poomse Cheonwon – 7
th

 dan 
The word ―Chonkwon‖ means the Heaven's Great Mighty, which is the origin of all the creature and 

itself the cosmos.  Its infinite competence signifies the creation, change and completion.  Human 

beings have used the name of Heaven for all principal earthly shapes and meanings because they felt 

afraid of the Heaven's mighty.  Over 9,000 years ago, the founder of the Korean people, ―Chonkwon‖, 

was meant by the heavenly king. He settled down in the heavenly town as the capital near the heavenly 

sea and heavenly mountain, where the Han people as the heavenly race gave birth to the proper 

thought and actions from which Taekwondo was originated.  The new techniques introduced in this 

poomsae are nalgae pyogi (wing opening), sosumjumeok sosumchigi (knuckle protruding fist 

springing chigi), hwidullomakki (swinging-makki), hwidullo jabadangkigi (swing and drawing), 

sonnaldeung wesanteul makki, keumgang yopjireugi, taesan-milgi, etc., and a crouched walking 

manner.  The characteristics of movements are large actions and arm actions forming gentle curves, 

thus symbolizing the greatness of Chonkwon thought.  The poomsae line "T" symbolizes a man 

coming down from the heaven, submitting to the will of Heaven, being endowed power by the Heaven 

and worshipping the Heaven, which means the oneness between the Heaven and a human being. 
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Poomse Hansoo – 8
th

 dan 
The word ―hansu‖ means water which is the source of substance preserving the life and 

growing all the creatures.  Hansu symbolizes birth of a life and growth, strongness and 

weakness, magnanimity, harmony, and adaptablity.  Especially, ―han‖ has the various 

meanings, namely, the name of a country, numerousness, largeness, evenness, longness, even 

the heaven, and the root of everyting among others.  Above all, the nature of water 

characterized by unbreakability and flexibility, in addition to all of the above significances, is 

the background of organizing this poomsae.  The new techniques introduced in this poomsae 

are sonnaldeung momtong hecho-makki, mejumeok yangyopkuri (both flanks) chigi, kodureo 

khaljaebi, anpalmok arae pyojeok-makki, sonnal keumgang-makki, etc., and also modumbal as 

a stance.  Actions should be practiced softly like water but continuously like a drop of water 

gathering to make the ocean.  The poomsae line symbolizes the Chinese letter which means 

water. 

 

Poomse Ilyo – 9
th

 dan 

―Ilyeo‖ means the thought of a great Buddhist priest of Silla Dynasty, Saint Wonhyo, which is 

characterized by the philosophy of oneness of mind (spirit) and body (material).  It teaches that 

a point, a line, or a circle ends up after all in one.  Therefore, the poomsae Ilyeo represents the 

harmonization of spirit and body, which is the essence of martial art, after a long training of 

various types of techniques and spiritual cultivation for completion of Taekwondo practice. 

The new techniques introduced in this poomsae are sonnal (olgul) makki, wesanteul yopchagi, 

dusonpyo (two opened hands) bitureo jabadangkigi(twisting and pulling), tiwo yopchagi and 

the first stance of ogeum (knee back) hakdariseogi. Junbiseogi is the bojumeok moaseogi 

(wrapped-up fist moa-seogi), in which, as the last step of poomsae training, two wrapped-up 

fists are placed in front of the chin, which has the significance of unification and moderation, 

so that the spiritual energy can flow freely into the body as well as the two hands.  The line of 

poomsae symbolizes the Buddhist mark (swastika), in commemoration of Saint Wonhyo, 

which means a state of perfect selflessness in Buddhism where origin, substance and service 

come into congruity. 

 

FYI, many of the forms used today appear to have origins in China and then were formalized 

in Okinawa between 1600 and 1850. 

 

Most of the preceding was taken from http://www.natkd.com/palgawe.htm. 

 

http://www.natkd.com/palgawe.htm
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The Other Forms of Our Style. 
 

The Na Pa Jin Forms.  The Na Pa Jin or Neh Bo Jin (literally, inward step advance) forms to 

the best of our knowledge are derived from the Okinawan Isshinryu, Shorinryu, and Wadoryu 

Naihanchi Forms.  Our Na Pa Jin Chodan is closest to Shorinryu and Tekki Chodan katas due 

to our stance being closer to a horse stance versus the narrower toed-in Naihanchi stance.  The 

stance stabilizes and protects the knee front upward and downward strikes.  These forms 

require coordinating power through the hips.  Originally all three Naihanchi forms were one 

single form, called Neh Bo Jin.  They were split up into three distinct forms due to length and 

were assigned rank due to difficulty.  A Lee’s the timing of these forms is 20 seconds each, or 

1 minute to perform all three.   

 

Na Pa Jin Chodan – 1
st
 dan.  This form is almost identical to the Wadoryu Naihanchi 

Chodan and Tekki Choda katas in motion. 

 

Na Pa Jin Eedan – 2
nd

 dan.  This form is appears to be derived from the Wadoryu 

Naihanchi Nidan form and has some similarities. 

 

Na Pa Jin Samdan – 3
rd

 dan.  This form is appears to be derived from the Wadoryu 

Naihanchi Sandan form and has some similarities. 

The Bal Pae Forms.  The Bal Pae forms to the best of our knowledge are derived from 

the Bassai forms.  Bassai in Japanese Characters and words mean:  Ba - to shoot 

through and Sai - to close.  The Korean animal spirit associated with the form is the 

Cobra.  The desired intention of the form is to have lightning quick strikes.  

Movements are fast, active, and contain a succession of different postures.  Brought 

from China, teaches grappling and how to shift quickly between positions and angular 

attack against multiple opponents. 

 Bassai-So - To penetrate (Storm) a fortress (minor version). 

Incorporated into this form are Bo defense techniques. 

 Bassai-Dai - To penetrate (Storm) a fortress. This form has 

42 techniques, and should take just over a minute to perform. 

Bal Pae Sol – 4
th

 dan.  This form is unique to our style and was adapted/created by 

GrandMaster Lee.  This is the small or short Bal Pae form.  It has a few similarities in 

movement to the Okinawan and Japanese kata Bassai and Passai Dai. 

 

Bal Pae Dae. – 5
th

 dan.  This form is unique to our style and was adapted/created by 

GrandMaster Lee.  This is the long Bal Pae form also known as the Breaking Form.  It has 

very similar movements to the Shorinryu Rohai or Rohi Poomse also known as Tomari-Te 

kata.  It also has a few similarities in movement to the Okinawan and Japanese kata Bassai Dai 

and Passai Dai. 

 

NOTE:  There are slight differences from the way we do our WTF black belt forms.  These 

MAY be attributed to deliberate changes by the Master instructors and/or inadvertent changes 

in teaching the forms over the years.  Most notable is Koryo, which has a few different 

stances, and has extra moves toward North facing near the end of the form.  Others are only 

slight differences in stances.
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Kicho Il Jang 

  

Number of moves: 20,  Ki-yups: 8, 16   

  

Start in ready position. 

 

Turn 90° to the left into left front/walking stance, low block with left hand. 

Step forward into right front/walking stance, middle punch with right hand. 

Turn 180° to the right into right front/walking stance, low block with right hand. 

Step forward into left front/walking stance, middle punch with left hand.   

 

Turn 90° to the left into left front/walking stance, low block with left hand. 

Step forward into right front/walking stance, middle punch with right hand. 

Step forward into left front/walking stance, middle punch with left hand. 

Step forward into right front/walking stance, middle punch with right hand. Ki-yup!   

  

Turn 270° to the left into left front/walking stance, low block with left hand. 

Step forward into right front/walking stance, middle punch with right hand. 

Turn 180° to the right into right front/walking stance, low block with right hand. 

Step forward into left front/walking stance, middle punch with left hand.   

  

Turn 90° to the left into left front/walking stance, low block with left hand. 

Step forward into right front/walking stance, middle punch with right hand. 

Step forward into left front/walking stance, middle punch with left hand. 

Step forward into right front/walking stance, middle punch with right hand. Ki-yup!   

  

Turn 270° to the left into left front/walking stance, low block with left hand. 

Step forward into right front/walking stance, middle punch with right hand. 

Turn 180° to the right into right front/walking stance, low block with right hand. 

Step forward into left front/walking stance, middle punch with left hand.   

  

Return to ready position.   
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Kicho Ee Jang 

  

Number of moves: 20,  Ki-yups: 8, 16   

  

Start in ready position. 

 

Turn 90° to the left into left front/walking stance, high block with left hand. 

Step forward into right front/walking stance, high punch with right hand. 

Turn 180° to the right into right front/walking stance, high block with right hand. 

Step forward into left front/walking stance, high punch with left hand.   

 

Turn 90° to the left into left front/walking stance, high block with left hand. 

Step forward into right front/walking stance, high punch with right hand. 

Step forward into left front/walking stance, high punch with left hand. 

Step forward into right front/walking stance, high punch with right hand. Ki-yup!   

  

Turn 270° to the left into left front/walking stance, high block with left hand. 

Step forward into right front/walking stance, high punch with right hand. 

Turn 180° to the right into right front/walking stance, high block with right hand. 

Step forward into left front/walking stance, high punch with left hand.   

  

Turn 90° to the left into left front/walking stance, high block with left hand. 

Step forward into right front/walking stance, high punch with right hand. 

Step forward into left front/walking stance, high punch with left hand. 

Step forward into right front/walking stance, high punch with right hand. Ki-yup!   

 

Turn 270° to the left into left front/walking stance, high block with left hand. 

Step forward into right front/walking stance, high punch with right hand. 

Turn 180° to the right into right front/walking stance, high block with right hand. 

Step forward into left front/walking stance, high punch with left hand.   

  

Return to ready position.   
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Kicho Sahm Jang 

  

Number of moves: 20,  Ki-yups: 8, 16   

  

Start in ready position. 

 

Turn 90° left into left back stance L-outside block with L-hand. 

Front stance R-snap kick, drop R-leg, step forward into R-front stance, middle punch with R-hand. 

Turn 180° to the right into right back stance, R-outside block with R-hand. 

Front stance L-snap kick, drop L-leg, step forward into L-front stance, middle punch with L-hand. 

 

Turn 90° to the left into left back stance, L-outside block with L-hand. 

Front stance R-snap kick, drop R-leg, middle punch with R-hand.   

Front stance L-snap kick, drop L-leg, middle punch with L-hand. 

Front stance R-snap kick, drop R-leg, middle punch with R-hand. Ki-yup!   

 

Turn 270° to the left into left back stance, L-outside block with L-hand. 

Front stance R-snap kick, drop R-leg, step forward into R-front stance, middle punch with R-hand. 

Turn 180° to the right into right back stance, R-outside block with R-hand. 

Front stance L-snap kick, drop L-leg, step forward into L-front stance, middle punch with L-hand. 

 

Turn 90° to the left into left back stance, L-outside block with L-hand. 

Front stance R-snap kick, drop R-leg, middle punch with R-hand.   

Front stance L-snap kick, drop L-leg, middle punch with L-hand. 

Front stance R-snap kick, drop R-leg, middle punch with R-hand. Ki-yup! 

 

Turn 270° to the left into left back stance, L-outside block with L-hand. 

Front stance R-snap kick, drop R-leg, step forward into R-front stance, middle punch with R-hand. 

Turn 180° to the right into right back stance, R-outside block with R-hand. 

Front stance L-snap kick, drop L-leg, step forward into L-front stance, middle punch with L-hand. 

  

Return to ready position.   
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Palgwe Il Jang     (20 movements) (Ki-yups 8,16) 

   

  Direction Movement Stance   Action 

N --Feet together (chest-N) Ready Position. 

W Lf toward W  L front stance L low forearm block 

W Rf -->--  R front stance R inside block/hammerfist   

E Rf toward E  R front stance R low forearm block 

E Lf -->--  L front stance L inside block/hammerfist 

N Lf toward N  L front stance L low forearm block 

N Forward  R front stance R inside block/hammerfist 

N Forward  L front stance L inside block/hammerfist 

N Forward  R front stance R middle straight punch <Yell!> 

E Lf toward E  L back stance Double middle knifehand 

E Rf -->--  R front stance R inside block/hammerfist 

W Rf toward W  R back stance Double middle knifehand 

W Lf -->--  L front stance L inside block/hammerfist 

S Lf toward S  L front stance R low forearm block 

S Forward  R front stance L inside knifehand 

S Forward  L front stance R inside knifehand 

S Forward  R front stance R middle straight punch <Yell!> 

W Lf toward W  L front stance L low forearm block 

W Rf -->--  R front stance R inside block/hammerfist 

E Rf toward E  R front stance R low forearm block 

E Lf -->--  L front stance L inside block/hammerfist 

N Lf -> Rf (chest-N) Ready Position.  Choonbee 
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Palgwe Ee Jang     (20 movements) 

   

    Direction Movement Stance  Action 

N -- (chest-N) Ready Position. Choonbee 

W Lf toward W  L front stance L rising forearm block 

W  Rf -->--    R high front kick (maintain hand positions) 

W Drop Rf forward  R front stance R middle straight punch 

E Rf toward E  R front stance R rising forearm block 

E Lf -->--    L high front kick (maintain hand positions) 

E Drop Lf forward L front stance L middle straight punch 

N Lf toward N  L back stance Double low knifehand guarding blocks 

N Forward  R back stance Double Middle knifehand guarding blocks 

N Forward  L front stance L rising forearm block 

N Forward  R front stance R high straight punch <Yell!> 

E Lf toward E  L front stance L rising forearm block 

E Rf -->--    R high front kick 

E Drop Rf forward R front stance R middle straight punch 

W Rf toward W  R front stance R rising forearm block 

W Lf -->--    L high front kick 

W Drop Lf forward L front stance L middle straight punch 

S Lf toward S  L back stance Double low closed guarding blocks 

S Forward  R back stance Middle outside forearm block 

S Forward  L front stance L inside forearm block 

S Forward  R front stance R high straight punch <Yell!> 

W Lf toward W  L front stance L rising forearm block 

W Rf -->--    R high front kick 

W Drop Rf forward R front stance R middle straight punch 

E Rf toward E  R front stance R rising forearm block 

E Lf -->--    L high front kick 

E Drop Lf forward L front stance L middle straight punch 

N Lf -> Rf  Feet together (chest-N) Ready Position. 
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Palgwe Sam Jang     (22 movements) 

   

Direction Movement  Stance  Action 

N--Feet together (chest-N) Ready Position. Choonbee 

W  Lf toward W  L front stance L low forearm block 

W  Forward  R front stance R middle straight punch 

E  Rf toward E  R front stance R low forearm block 

E  Forward  L front stance L middle straight punch 

N  Lf toward N  L front stance L low forearm block 

N  Forward  R front stance R rising forearm high block 

N  Forward  L front stance L rising forearm high block 

N  Forward  R front stance R high straight punch <Yell!> 

E  Lf toward E  L back stance Double Middle knifehand  

E  Forward  R back stance Double Middle knifehand  

W  Rf toward W  R back stance Double Middle knifehand  

W  Forward  L back stance Double Middle knifehand  

S  Lf toward S  L back stance L middle outward forearm block  

N  Rf toward N  R back stance R middle outward forearm block  

N  Backward  L back stance L middle inward forearm block  

N  Backward  R back stance R middle inward forearm block  

N  Backward  L back stance L middle outward forearm block  

S  Rf toward S  R back stance R middle outward forearm block  

W  Lf toward W  L front stance L rising forearm block 

W  Forward  R front stance R high straight punch 

E  Rf toward E  R front stance R rising forearm block 

E  Forward  L front stance L high straight punch  <Yell!> 

N  Lf -> Rf (chest-N)Ready position  Choonbee 
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Palgwe Sah Jang     (24 movements) 

 

Direction Movement  Stance    Action 

N--Feet together (chest-N) Ready Position.  Choonbee 

W Lf toward W   L back stance   Load up to Twin forearm block 

W --<same>      R high upset punch (bringing  

        L fist to the R shoulder) 

W Lf -> Rf Shoulder width (chest-N) L knifehand strike 

E Rf toward E  R back stance   Twin forearm block 

E --<same>      L high upset punch (as above) 

E Rf -> Lf Shoulder width (chest-N) R knifehand strike 

N Shift Lf forward L back stance   Double Middle knifehand guarding blocks 

N Rf -->--      R high front kick 

N Drop Rf forward R front stance   R middle vertical spearhand    

       strike (left open hand blocks    

       under the right elbow) 

N Forward 360*CCW,folding and tucking the arms 

    L front stance   L high hammer fist strike (to the temple) 

N Forward  R front stance   R high straight punch <Yell!> 

E Lf toward E  L back stance   Twin forearm block 

E --<same>R high upset punch (bringing  L fist to the R shoulder) 

E Lf -> Rf Shoulder width (chest-N) L knifehand strike 

W Rf toward W  R back stance   Twin forearm block 

W --<same>      L high upset punch (as above) 

W Rf -> Lf Shoulder width (chest-N) R knifehand strike 

S Lf toward S  L back stance   Double Middle knifehand guarding blocks 

S Rf -->--      R high front kick 

S Drop Rf forward R front stance   R middle vertical spearhand strike (left open hand  

                 blocks under the right elbow) 

S Forward 360*CCW, this time folding the right arm up by your head 

    L front stance   L high hammer fist strike (to the temple) 

S Forward  R front stance   R high straight punch <Yell!> 

W Lf toward W  Horse stance (chest-N)L low forearm block 

W Shift Lf  L front stance   R middle reverse punch 

E Lf -> Rf, then out toward E with Rf 

    Horse stance (chest-N) R low forearm block 

E Shift Rf  R front stance   L middle reverse punch 

N Rf -> Lf Feet together (chest-N)   Ready position.   
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Palgwe Oh Jang     (35 movements) 

   

Direction Movement  Stance  Action 

N--Feet together (chest-N) Ready position. Choonbee 

N  Slide Lf backward R front stance Scissor blocks (L high, R low) 

W  Shift Lf toward W L back stance Double Low knifehand  

W  Forward  R back stance Double Middle knifehand  

W  Backward  L back stance L downward pressing palm block 

W  Forward  R front stance R middle straight punch 

E  Rf toward E  R back stance Double Low knifehand  

E  Forward  L back stance Double Middle knifehand  

E  Backward  R back stance R downward pressing palm block 

E  Forward  L front stance L middle straight punch 

N  Lf toward N  L front stance Scissor blocks (R high, L low) 

N  Forward  R front stance Outside reinforce forearm blocks 

N  Forward  L front stance Outside reinforce forearm blocks 

N  Forward  R front stance R middle vertical spearhand strike <Yell!> 

E  Folding & tucking the R hand,  

  Lf toward E  L front stance L middle outward forearm block   

       (w/ inner forearm) 

E--<same>      R middle reverse punch 

E--<same>      L middle straight punch 

E  Lf -> R-knee Crane (chest-S) Both fists chambered at the R hip 

E   Lf -->--L side kick 

E  Drop Lf toward E L front stance R horizontal elbow strike (into the L palm) 

E  Forward  R back stance Double Middle knifehand 

W  Rf toward W  R front stance R middle outward forearm block   

       (w/ inner forearm) 

W--<same>      L middle reverse punch 

W--<same>      R middle straight punch 

W  Rf -> L –knee Crane (chest-S) Both fists chambered at the L hip 

W  Rf -->--R side kick 

W  Drop Rf toward W R front stance L horizontal elbow strike (into the R palm) 

W  Forward  L back stance Double Middle knifehand 

S  Lf toward S  L front stance Scissor blocks (R-high, L-low) 

S  Forward  R back stance Double Low closed reinforced 

S  Forward  L back stance Double Low closed reinforced  

S  Forward  R front stance R middle straight punch <Yell!> 

W  Lf toward W  L back stance Double Low knifehand  

W  Forward  R back stance Double Middle knifehand  

W  Backward  L back stance L downward palm pressing block 

W  Forward  R front stance R middle straight punch 

E  Rf toward E  R back stance Double Low knifehand  

E  Forward  L back stance Double Middle knifehand  

E  Backward  R back stance R downward palm pressing block 

E  Forward  L front stance L middle straight punch 

N  Lf -> Rf  Feet together (chest-N)Ready position.  Choonbee 
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Palgwe Yook Jang      (19 movements) 

   

Direction Movement Stance  Action 

N--Feet together (chest-N) Ready position. 

W  Lf toward W L back stance Double Middle knifehand  

W  Rf -->--   R high front kick 

W Drop Rf forward  R front stance R middle straight punch 

E  Rf toward E R back stance  Double Middle knifehand  

E  Lf -->--   L high front kick 

E Drop Lf forward  L front stance L middle straight punch 

N  Lf toward N L front stance L low forearm block 

N--<same> Simultaneously do:  

      L rising knifehand block &  

          R high inverted knifehand strike 

N  Rf -->--   R high front kick (maintain hand positions) 

N  Hop forward off the Lf X'd stance (chest-N)  

            (Lf x'd behind the Rf) R high outside backfist   

            (left fist reinforces near the r- elbow)  <Yell!> 

E  Lf toward E L back stance Double Low knifehand guarding blocks 

E  Shift Lf L front stance Middle outward wedge blocks (w/ outer forearm)  

and stomp L-foot 

E  Rf -->--   R high front snap kick 

E Drop Rf forward  R front stance R middle straight punch 

E--<same>     L middle reverse punch 

W  Rf toward W R back stance Double Low knifehand 

W  Shift Rf R front stance Middle outward wedge blocks (w/ outer forearm)  

and stomp R-foot 

W  Lf -->--   L high front snap kick 

W Drop  Lf forward L front stance L middle straight punch 

W--<same>     R middle reverse punch 

S  Lf toward S L back stance Double Middle knifehand 

S  Shift Lf L front stance  R-palm heel to head 

S  Rf toward S R front stance Front snap kick 

S--<same>   R front stance Outside hammerfist to neck 

S  Lf toward S L front stance Front snap kick 

S--<same>   L front stance High Block 

S  Rf toward S R back stance R-Side kick <Yell!> 

S--<same>   R back stance Double middle knifehand  

N—180 shift   L back stance Double middle knifehand   
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Palgwe Chil Jang     (23 movements)   

Direction Movement  Stance  Action 

N--Feet together (chest-N) Ready position.   Choonbee 

N  Lf forward  L front stance Double elbow to rear 

High X-block (R over L) 

Double low forearm blocks 

N  Rf -->--    R high front kick 

N  Drop Rf forward R front stance Middle outward wedge blocks  

(w/ outer forearms) 

N  Lf -->--    L high front kick 

N  Drop Lf forward L front stance High X-block (R over L) 

N  Rf -->--    R side kick 

N  Drop Rf forward R back stance Middle knifehand guarding blocks 

Perform the next 3 moves quickly 

E  Lf toward E  L back stance L middle outward forearm block 

(w/ outer forearm) 

E       R high reverse punch 

E--<same> Shift Lf  L front stance L rising forearm block 

 Perform the next 3 moves quickly 

E  Rf -->--    R side kick 

E  Drop Rf forward R back stance Double Low knifehand 

E  Shift Rf  R front stance L middle reverse punch 

 Perform the next 3 moves quickly 

W  Rf toward W  R back stance R middle outward forearm block   

       (w/ outer forearm) 

W       L high reverse punch 

W--<same> Shift Rf  R front stance R rising forearm block 

      Perform the next 3 moves quickly 

W  Lf -->--    L side kick 

W  Drop Lf forward L back stance Double Low knifehand 

W  Shift Lf  L front stance R middle reverse punch 

S  Lf toward S  L front stance Low X-block (R over L) 

S--<same>      High X-block (R over L) 

Open the hands, grab opponent's attack, then turn 

wrists one-over-the-other, twisting the opponent's 

wrist/arm down to right hip.   

S--<same>      R high reverse punch  <Yell!> 

N Pivot on ball of Lf 360 CCW Horse stance (chest-W) R low forearm block 

W     Horse stance L high hammerfist strike 

S  Lf toward S  Front stance Open L palm 

S  Rf -->--    R inside crescent kick into the L palm 

S  Drop Rf forward Horse stance (chest-E)R horizontal elbow strike into the L-palm 

N Take a dodging step backward Front stance looking N (chest-E) 

Simultaneously do (bow block:  

      L low forearm block (toward N)  

       R high outward forearm block (toward S) 

N  Shift Lf  Back stance Double Middle knifehand 

N  Shift Lf  L front stance R middle reverse punch <Yell!> 

N--Lf -> RfFeet together (chest-N)Ready position. Choonbee 
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Palgwe Pahl Jang     (35 movements) 

   

Direction  Movement Stance  Action 

N--(chest-N)  Ready Position.  Choonbee 

W   Lf toward W L-front stance L-low forearm block 

N--(chest-N)  Return to facing N Ready stance 

W   Lf toward W L-front stance L-hammer strike 

W   Rf step  R-front stance R-middle punch 

N--(chest-N) 

E   Rf toward E R-front stance R-low forearm block 

N--(chest-N) 

E   Rf toward E L-front stance L-hammer strike 

E   Lf step  L-front stance L-middle punch 

N   Lf toward N L-back stance Double middle knife 

N     R-front stance R-snap kick 

N   Rf toward N R-front stance L-pressure block R-spear hand 

N FWD, 360 on ball of Rf  L-back stance L-high vertical hammerfist strike 

N  FWD    R-front stance R high straight punch <Yell!> 

S   Lf toward S Ready stance L-high knifehand strike (R fist at hip) 

S   Lf step  L-front stance L-hand down and back elbow to 

        Low scooping spear hand palm up (R fist at hip) 

S   Lf back Horse stance Double elbows to rear 

E   Lf toward E L-back stance Outside block 

E   Rf toward E R-back stance Double middle knifehand 

S   Rf toward W Ready stance  R-high knifehand strike (L fist at hip) 

S   Lf toward S R-front stance R-hand down and back elbow to 

        Low scooping spear hand palm up (L fist at hip) 

S   Rf back Horse stance Double elbows to rear 

W   Rf toward W R-back stance Outside block 

W   Lf toward E L-back stance Double middle knifehand 

S   Lf toward S L-back stance Load up and L-side kick to R-elbow smash 

N   Rf toward N R-back stance Load up and R-side kick to L-elbow smash 

S   Lf toward S L-front stance Double outside block palms out 

       Into double upper thrust 

S   Rf toward S R-front stance Double outside block palms out 

       Into double upper thrust 

W   Rf toward W Ready stance L-hand pressure block at hip 

       (R-fist as belt) 

E   Rf CW to E Horse stance Double elbows to rear 

N--(chest-N) Rf toward N Feet together   Double knifehand overlapped, up on toes, raise

     finger tips (L over R) double spear to groin. 

N--(chest-N) Drop to  Horse stance  Double high elbows facing N 

W--(chest-N) Skip to W Horse stance  R-fist over shoulder looking 

       Over shoulder (L-fist at belt) 

E--(chest-N) Skip to E Horse stance  L-fist punch over shoulder  

looking over shoulder <YELL!> 

       (R-fist at belt) 

N--(chest-N) Return to ready stance  Choonbee 
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Black Belt (Dan) Forms 

 

 

1
st
 dan 

Koryo 

Na Pa Jin Chodan 

 

2
nd

 dan 

Keumgang 

Na Pa Jin Eedan 

 

3
rd

 dan 

Taebaek 

Na Pa Jin Samdan 

 

4
th

 dan 

Pyongwon 

Bal Pae Sol 

 

5
th

 dan 

Sipjin 

Bal Pae Dae
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Koryo  //  First Black Belt Form 
+    Move            Stance         Action 

N    <ready>       Ready              Bring both hands, open, to slightly above head level, palms forward. 

    This is a "look to heaven".  Feet shoulder width apart. 

W    CCW (90*) L back               Dual middle knifehand blocks 

        <Forward>                      R- low side kick without dropping kicking leg... R- high side kick 

        <drop>         R front             R- high knifehand strike (palm down) 

        <fixed>         R front         L- middle reverse punch 

        <Shift>Lf      R back              R- inward middle forearm block 

E      CW (180*)   R back             Dual middle knifehand blocks 

        <Forward>                           L- low side kick without dropping kicking leg...  L- high side kick 

        <drop>          L front              L- high knifehand strike (palm down) 

        <fixed>          L front             R- middle reverse punch 

       <Shift>Rf       L back              L- inward middle forearm block 

N       CCW (90*) L front              L- low forearm block 

          <fixed>     L front            R- reverse open hand thrust (done with the inner edge of the hand  

          between thumb and first finger, and done as a strike to the throat) 

        <Forward>                            R- front kick 

        <Land>    R front              R- low knifehand/forearm block 

        <fixed>       R front              L- reverse open hand thrust (as above) 

        <Forward>                            L- front kick 

        <Land>      L front              L- low knifehand/forearm block 

        <fixed>         L front               R- reverse open hand thrust (as above)  <Yell!> 

        <Forward>                             R- front kick 

        <Land>       R front             Knee break  (grab opponent's heel with the right hand at belt level.   

          Then pull that hand into your chest while, at the same time, pushing         

          downward on the attacker's knee with the left hand.) 

S       CW (180*)  R front             Middle forearm spreading blocks 

        <Forward>                             L- front kick 

        <Land>      L front               Knee break (as above) 

        <fixed>       L front               Middle forearm spreading blocks 

W       Pivoting on the Lf,..  

        CW (90*), withdrawing the right foot behind you into ... 

                         L horse (chest faces N) L- outward knifehand block (R fist is @ belt) 

        <fixed>      Horse                R middle hook punch (draw it across your body and into the palm of  

   the left open-hand) 

        <Forward>         Crossing the Rf over the Lf, and chambering both fists to the right hip... 

                                                      L- high side kick  Drop the left foot in front of you, then rotate... 

E       CW (180*)   R front          L- low reverse spear thrust (R-fist at L-shoulder to block) 

        <fixed, but pulling back slightly>  R- low forearm block 

        <Forward>   L front            L- middle inward palm block 

        <Forward>    R horse          R-elbow strike (chest faces N) (supporting your right fist in left palm) 

        <fixed>       Horse (chest-N) R-middle knifehand block (L-fist chambered @ belt) 

        <fixed>       Horse (chest-N)  L-middle hook punch (as above) 

        <Forward>       Crossing your Lf over the Rf, and chambering both fists to the left hip...  

R- high side kick Drop the right foot in front of you, then rotate... 

W       CCW (180*)      L front         R- low reverse spear thrust (as above) 

        <fixed, but pulling back slightly>      L- low forearm block 

        <Forward>       R front           R- middle inward palm block 
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        <Forward>       L horse          L- elbow strike (chest faces N) (supporting left fist in right palm) 

N       Slide left foot inward and adjacent to the right foot... Raise both hands (open) above head in an 

arcing                         motion Then, bring them down into a L- low hammerfist strike (into the right palm) 

                                                   <SLOWLY & EXHALING!> 

N <Forward> L front   R-outward knifehand strike (to your attacker’s neck) 

        <fixed>         L front                R- low knifehand/forearm block                                                     

 <Forward> R front   L-outward knifehand strike (to your attacker’s neck) 

        <fixed>        R front                 L- low knifehand/forearm block 

 <Forward> L front   R-outward knifehand strike (to your attacker’s neck) 

        <fixed>         L front               R- low knifehand/forearm block                                                     

S       Pivot CCW (180*) on the Rf... 

                            L front                L- outward knifehand strike (to your attacker's neck) 

        <fixed>        L front                L- low knifehand/forearm block 

        <Forward>   R front               R- inward knifehand strike (head/neck level)      

        <fixed>         R front               R- low knifehand/forearm block                                                     

        <Forward>    L front               L- inward knifehand strike (again, head/neck level) 

        <fixed>         L front               L- low knifehand/forearm block 

        <Forward>    R front               R- open hand thrust (to attacker's throat)  <Yell!> 

N       Pivot 180* CCW on the right foot, pulling the left foot back into the right foot, into "Ready" 

position. 
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Na Pa Jin Chodan (Neh bo jin Shodan) 

 

Choonbee double spearhand overlapped at fingertips (L over R) to groin 

Look left cross L-foot over R moving right cross fingertips/palm heels into chest (trapping) 

R-foot steps into narrow horse stance, R-inverted ridge hand, twist right L-elbow smash 

Twist left back to front, R-hand to hip then L-hand to low block 

Looking R, R-hand punch to L across chest, L-hand to hip (circular C-punch) 

Cross over step R-foot over L-foot to left, L-foot stomp with blade, scissor block (L down, R up), then 

scissor block (R down, L up) 

L-hand uppercut to front, reinforced at elbow 

Lift and sweep kick up L-foot to stomp to left and L-hand reinforced outside block palm forward 

L-hand inside block, sweep kick up R-foot and stomp to right and R-hand reinforce inside low block 

Load up to right side and double punch to left at shoulder level, L extended R at chest 

Lift L-foot stomp and L-inverted ridge hand, twist left to R-elbow smash 

Twist right back to front, L-fist to hip then R-fist to low block 

Looking left, L-hand punch to R across chest, R-hand to hip (circular C-punch) 

Cross over step L-foot over R-foot to right, R-foot stomp with blade, scissor block (R down, L up), 

then scissor block (L down, R up) 

R-hand uppercut to front 

Lift R-foot and sweep kick up and stomp to right and R-hand reinforced outside block palm forward 

R-hand inside block, lift L-foot sweep kick up stomp to right and L-hand reinforce inside low block 

Load up to left side and double punch to right at shoulder level, R extended L at chest. 

R-foot back to double spearhand choonbee 
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Keumgang // Second Black Belt Form 

+    Move             Stance           Action 

N       Forward          L front             Middle wedging blocks 

         Forward          R front             R-palm heel strike (head-level) 

         Forward        L front             L-palm heel strike (head-level) 

Forward      R front             R-palm heel strike (head-level)   <Yell!> 

         Backward        L back            L-inward knifehand strike 

         Backward        R back           R-inward knifehand strike 

         Backward        L back             L-inward knifehand strike 

W        Lifting the L-leg off the ground, pivot... 

CCW (90*)     R crane stance Keumgang block (right leg is (i.e. an rising upper block bearing  

the weight) done with the same arm as the standing leg, coupled 

with a lower forearm block with the same arm as the leg which 

is raised.) 

         Drop the L-leg forward into Horse (chest-N) R-circular punch 

         Pivot on the L-leg 180* toward W, then Pivot on the R-leg another 180* toward W and into 

                           Horse (chest-N)         R-circular punch 

N       CCW (90*)           R knee raised 

<Land w/stomp> Horse (chest-W)         Santeul makki (i.e. twin head-level blocks performed w/  

the forearms, where the upper arms are parallel to the ground 

and the forearms are perpendicular to the ground.) 

         Turning CW (180*) Horse (chest-E) Middle wedging blocks Pull Lf into and against the Rf          

cross arms in front of body, 

        <fixed>         Feet shoulder width     Choonbee position  <SLOWLY & EXHALING> 

S       Lifting the L-leg off the ground, pivot  CW (180*)  L-knee raised <Land w/stomp>  

  Horse (chest-W)         Santeul makki            

E       Lifting the R-leg off the ground, pivot CW (90*) L-crane stance Keumgang block  (chest-N) 

        Drop the right leg forward into Horse (chest-N)   L-circular punch  

        Pivot on the R-leg CCW (180*) toward E, then Pivot on the L-leg another 180* toward E, into.. 

                        Horse (chest-N)         L-circular punch 

N       Lifting the left leg high in the air        CW (90*) L-knee raised <Land w/stomp>   

Horse (chest-E)         Santeul Makki 

       Pivoting on the left foot CCW (180*)      Horse (chest-W)         Middle wedging blocks 

        Pull Rf into and against the Lf,        Cross arms in front of body, 

        <fixed>         Feet shoulder width  Choonbee position <SLOWLY & EXHALING> 

S       Pivoting on the Lf, bring the Rf high into the air CCW (180*) R-knee raised <Land w/stomp>   

Horse (chest-E)         Santeul Makki 

W       Lifting the L-leg off the ground, pivot CCW (90*) R-crane stance  Keumgang block (chest-N) 

        Drop the left leg forward into Horse (chest-N)   R-circular punch 

        Pivot on the left leg CW (180*) toward W, then 

        Pivot on the right leg CW (another 180*) toward W into.. 

                        Horse (chest-N)         R-circular punch <Yell!>  

N       Bringing the Lf in toward the Rf,       Attention (Ready) 
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Na Pa Jin Eedan (Neh bo jin Needan) 

 

Choonbee double spearhand overlapped at fingertips (L over R) to groin 

Look left cross R-foot over L-foot moving left, crossed finger tips/palm heel into chest (trapping) 

Circle fists around to outside at shoulder level and strike to center elbows out (striking behind head) 

Moving left double middle closed reinforced, L-forearm low strike R-fist over forearm (narrow horse 

stances) 

Moving left to double outside closed reinforced. 

Open L-hand and pull with palm up pointing to center, rotate R-fist CCW and smash into L-palm then 

do a larger CCW R-arm/hand rotation and smash R-fist into L-palm 

With R-fist into L-palm, push forward towards the right 

Pull R-fist into L-palm back to R-hip and  

Turn left into L-front stance/low side kick R-elbow to face <Yell!> 

Turn back to right into R-knifehand, L-fist at hip, pull R-hand to hip and L-hand punch 

Cross step L-foot over R-foot moving right, crossed fingertips/palm heel into chest (trapping) 

Circle fists around to outside at shoulder level and strike to center elbows out (striking behind head) 

Moving right, double middle closed reinforced, R-forearm low strike L-fist over forearm 

Moving right to double outside closed reinforced. 

Open R-hand and pull with palm up pointed to center, rotate L-fist CW and smash into R-palm then 

do a larger CW R-arm/hand rotation and smash L-fist into R-palm 

With L-fist into R-palm, push forward towards the left 

Pull L-fist into L-palm back to L-hip and 

Turn right into R-front stance, L-elbow to face <Yell!> 

Turn back to left into L-knifehand, R-fist at hip, pull L-hand to hip and R-hand punch 

R-foot crossover step towards left, scissor block with R up L down 

Scissor block again L up R down and uppercut reinforced with L-hand 

Step right back to Choonbee 
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Taebaek // Third Black Belt Form 

+       Move         Stance                  Action 

W       CCW (90*) L back             Double Low knifehand 

        Forward                                  R front kick 

        <Land>           R front         R middle punch, L middle reverse punch 

E       CW (180*)        R back             Double low knifehand 

        Forward                                  L front kick 

        <Land>           L front            L middle punch, R middle reverse punch 

N       CCW (90*)       L front  L-low block 

<fixed>  At the same time, execute:  L-rising block w/knifehand 

                                                    R-inward knifehand strike (to the head) 

              Arc the right hand in front of the body, then.. 

                                                  R-outside palm pushing block 

        Forward          R front          L-middle reverse punch 

              Arc the left hand in front of the body, then.. 

                                                  L-outside palm pushing block 

        Forward          L front                  R-middle reverse punch 

              Arc the right hand in front of the body, then.. 

                                                  R-outside palm pushing block 

        Forward          R front                  L-middle reverse punch   <Yell!> 

E       CCW (270*)      L back          Twin forearm block 

        <fixed>          L back      R-uppercut punch (left fist is pulled to the right shoulder) 

        <Shift Lf>       Feet together (chest-S) L side punch 

        Lift the Lf,     R crane stance Chamber both fists to R-hip 

        <fixed>          R crane stance L-high side kick 

        <Land>           L front             R-elbow strike into left palm 

   <Forward> R back  Double middle knifehand 

        Withdraw the Lf into the Rf, then step out with the Rf toward W... 

W       CW (180*)     R back         Twin forearm block  

        <fixed>          R back            L-uppercut punch (right fist is pulled to the left shoulder) 

        <Shift Rf>       Feet together (chest-S) R side punch 

        Lift the Rf,     L crane stance Chamber both fists to the L-hip 

        <fixed>          L crane stance R high side kick 

        <Land>           R front         L-elbow strike into right palm 

   <Forward> L front  Double middle knifehand 

        Withdraw the Rf to the Lf, then step out with the Lf toward N... 

S       CCW (90*)       L back          Double middle knifehand 

   Forward R front  Mid/High Front Snap Kick 

        Put food down    R front           R-middle spearhand thrust 

        Folding and tucking the arms, pivot on the Rf... 

        CCW (360*)   L front     L high backhand strike 

        Forward          R front           R middle punch  <Yell!> 

W       CCW (270*)   L front          Scissored forearm blocks (L is low, R is up) 

        Forward                                  R front kick 

        <Land>           R front            R middle punch, L middle reverse punch 

E       CW (180*)        R front           Scissored forearm blocks (L is up, R is low) 

        Forward                                  L front kick 

        <Land>        L front           L middle punch, R middle reverse punch 

N       CCW (90*)       Pull the Lf back to the Rf, into "Ready" 
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Na Pa Jin Sam Dan (Neh bo jin Sang Dan) 

 

Choonbee double spearhand overlapped at fingertips (L over R) to groin feet together 

Step out to right into a right facing front stance, R-hand at hip, L-hand outside block to front 

Step back to narrow horse stance facing front and scissor block, R up L down 

R-hand uppercut reinforced to R-hand middle short punch  

R-hand outside reinforced punch palm toward face 

Moving right, short L-foot cross step over right and R-stomp to CCW rotated reinforced double low 

block to side facing forward <Yell!> 

Moving right, short L-foot cross step over right and R-stomp to larger CCW rotated reinforced double 

low block to side facing forward<Yell!> 

R-middle punch to L-knifehand bring L-hand to hip and punch across chest with R-hand 

Step out with L-foot to left facing front stance, L-hand at hip, R-hand outside block to front 

Step back to narrow horse stance facing front and scissor block, L up R down 

L-hand uppercut reinforced to L-hand middle short punch 

L-hand outside reinforced punch palm toward face 

Moving left, short R-foot cross step over left and L-stomp to CW rotated reinforced double low block 

to the side facing forward <Yell!> 

Moving left, short R-foot cross step over left and L-stomp to larger CW rotated reinforced double low 

block to the side facing forward <Yell!> 

L-middle punch to R-knifehand bring R-hand to hip and punch across chest with L-hand 

Moving right, L-foot cross over R-foot to narrow horse stance into scissor block, L up R  

Down, scissor block again, R up L down and punch with R-hand reinforced. 

Step left back to choonbee (double spearhand) 
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PyongWon – 4
th

 Dan 

 

- Choon bee (feet together, double spear to groin area fingertips overlapped R over L) 

-  Step out to left spreading palms out into Koryo Choon bee stance feet apart 

- Drop open hands to side and then to a face/chest high Koryo Choon bee stance 

- Look Right, R-hand low knife block, back stance L-hand fist at belt 

- Look Left, L-hand middle knife block, back stance R-hand at belt into R-upward elbow 

- R-leg snap kick spinning to back sidekick 

- Turn facing Right (don’t move feet), Double middle knifehand 

- Swing arms around CCW to Double low knifehand 

- R-arm 1/2 Mountain block (high outside reinforced block), horse stance 

- R-stomp facing FWD to R-hand inside block/uppercut reinforced, horse stance, Kihap! 

- L-hand inside reinforced block, horse stance 

- Looking Right, Step Right to cross stance double elbow high 

- Step Right to Keumgang Mountain block looking Right 

- Pickup R-leg into Keumgang Diamond high low block on L-leg looking Right 

- Loadup and R-Leg Sidekick 

- Right FWD front stance L-upward elbow 

- Front snap kick w/ L-leg turning to back sidekick 

- 1/2 turn facing Left Double middle knifehand 

- Swing around CCW to Double low knifehand 

- Horse stance Left high outside block reinforced 

- Stomp L-foot facing FWD L-inside block reinforced, horse stance, Kihap! 

- Right inside block reinforced, horse stance 

- Looking Left, Step Left cross stance double high elbows 

- Step Left to Keumgang Mountain block looking left 

- Pickup L-leg into Keumgang high low block on R-leg looking Left 

- Loadup and L-leg sidekick into head smash Left FWD front stance 

- Choon bee (feet together, double spear to groin area fingertips overlapped R over L) 
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Bal Pae Sol (small/short) – 4
th

 Dan 

 

- Choon bee (feet together w/ R-hand crossed over L-hand at wrists) facing N 

- Step FWD w/ R-foot w/ L-foot behind, facing W, bring hands up to right side and cross at fingertips, 

push down with hands then push out at face level (fingertips overlapped) 

- Step into R-front stance bow block with open hands, looking W, facing N 

- Step R-foot into horse stance facing W, R-knife hand into L-palm looking S 

- 180-turn Left, feet together, wide R-hand CCW circle around front twice, facing E 

- Point L-hand and step w/ R-foot into front stance w/ R-inside block 

- Point R-hand Left or Fwd and punch to side w/ L-hand (still in front stance) 

- Grasp w/ L-hand, step w/ L-foot to Left and punch to side w/ R-hand in L-front stance, facing W 

looking N 

- Grasp w/ R-hand, step w/ R-foot to Right into bow block (R high, L low) facing E, looking W or N 

- 180-turn Left into bow block (L high, R low) facing W, looking E 

- Backstance w/ R-foot forward, knee break w/ R-hand, facing N 

- Step FWD w/ L-foot backstance, knee break w/ L-hand 

- Step FWD w/ R-foot backstance, knee break w/ R-hand 

- Load-up to L-side, Snap kick w/ R-leg from backstance towards N, Ki Hap! 

- 180-turn Left into L-front stance double outside block palms facing in, facing S 

- Step FWD to R-front stance R-reverse high punch 

- Turn Left ¼ turn, feet together and slap palms together above head, facing W 

- 180-turn Left into Double middle closed reinforced, R-hand forward, facing N 

- 180-turn Right into Double middle closed reinforced, L-hand forward, facing N 

- 180-turn Left into Double middle closed reinforced, R-hand forward, facing N 

- 180-turn Left into Double middle knifehand, L-hand forward, facing S 

- 180-turn jump into Double middle knifehand, R-hand forward, Ki Hap! 

- 3/4-turn Left into Choon bee (feet together w/ R-hand crossed over L-hand at wrists) facing N 

        N 

 

W            E 

        S 
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Sipjin – 5
th

 dan 

- Choon bee (N) 

- Raise both arms above head (inverted choon bee), pop hands out to mountain block (N) 

- Look left, shift to back stance outside block closed (palm up) reinforced w/ palm at elbow (W) 

- Open left hand to slow palm pressure block 

- Shift to front stance, right palm down spearhand, left palm down spearhand, right spearhand 

- Right leg swing around to mountain block (S), left leg skip to horse stance right sidepunch -yell 

- Moving right, right leg into horse stance double elbow looking right (N) 

- Shift to back stance  

- Open right hand to slow palm pressure block 

- Shift to front stance, left palm down spearhand, right palm down spearhand, left spearhand 

- Left leg swing around to mountain block (S), right leg skip to horse stance left sidepunch -yell 

- Moving left, left leg into horse stance double elbow looking left (N) 

- Turning right facing (S) right leg into back stance outside block closed (palm up) reinforced 

- Open right hand to slow palm pressure block 

- Shift to front stance, left palm down spearhand, right palm down spearhand, left spearhand 

- Step forward with left foot into back stance double low knife  

- forward into front stance slow two handed pressing block in front of forehead (S) 

- left leg turns to left (W) into horse stance double outside palm in block 

- double downward inside palm in low block, shift left leg into choon bee stance closed fist (W) 

- turn left into front stance (N), left hand closed fist scooping block (leg catch) 

- front stance slow two handed pressing block in front of forehead (N) 

- chamber hands to left, right front snap kick into front stance double punch (N) 

- left front snap kick into front stance double punch (N) 

- jumping forward into cross stance double outside reinforced (N) 

- turn left 180 into back stance (left leg fwd) slow two handed press block forehead (S) 

- staying in back stance double cross handed spear low  

- moving left leg into back stance, outside right handed inverted ridge reinforced  

- moving forward back stance double punch, moving forward back stance double punch (S) 

- Choon bee (N) 
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Bal Pae Dae (long) – 5
th

 Dan       NW  N NE 

 
 

- Choon bee regular facing N (straight ahead) 

- Pull left foot to touching right foot with slight bend in knees and fists at belt, double elbow back 

- Step forward with right foot (walking stance) and then step left foot (walking stance), feet together 

- Step back with left foot to crane stance facing NW, knife hands high block and low block 

- Step forward with right foot into front stance and outside knife hand high 

- Step forward into left front stance and Double punch, left then right 

- Step back to left foot crane stance facing NE, knife hands high block and low block 

- Step forward with right foot into front stance and outside knife hand high 

- Step forward left foot front stance and Double punch, left then right 

- Step back with left foot to crane stance facing N, knife hands high block and low block 

- Step forward with left foot into front stance and outside knife hand high 

- Step forward with left foot into front stance and Double punch, left then right 

- Step back with left foot and right punch downward (fist or palm heel) to horse stance break, Kihap! 

- Step back with left foot to crane stance facing N, knife hands high block and low block 

- Step forward with left foot into front stance and outside knife hand high 

- Step forward with left foot into front stance and Double punch, left then right 

- Pivot to backstance into Double middle left foot forward 

- Step forward double middle right foot forward back stance 

- Pivot to face S into backstance Double middle knife hand, right foot forward 

- Step forward facing S with Double middle knife hand, left foot forward 

- Turn to CCW into Choon bee facing N 
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Hapkido/Tae Kwon-Do Vocabulary - Below is a small list of Vocabulary.  If you have trouble with 

the pronunciation, ask a senior rank in class. 
 

Hap-Ki-Do      Tae-Kwon-Do 

 Hap: coordination, harmony   Tae: to kick or smash with foot 

 Ki: spirit, power, energy, breath   Kwon:  hand/fist to punch/block 

 Do: the way      Do: the way 

 

General Terms 

Cha ree ott: attention  

Chun man ayo: you're welcome  

Choon bee: Ready Position  

Dan: grade of black belt  

Dan jan ho hup: abdomen breathing 

Dee:  belt 

Dobok: uniform for training 

Dojang: place of training 

Dwi it Dora: Turn/Spin (woo –right, jwa –left) 

Go mahn: Finish/Stop  

Gup: rank below black belt  

Kahm Sa-ham Nee Da: thank you for teaching us 

Keemah yah-say Choon dan Jiru gi: Horse Stance Middle Punch 

Kihap: yell of power 

Kyung yea: bow 

Pahro: Return to ready 

Shay zak: Begin 

Paqua: Switch stance or other side 

Yasay: Stance, position 

 

Cha gi:  kick     Ahp: Front   

Jiru gi:  punch     Bandal: Half Moon 

Ma gi:  block     Bee: Twist 

Mil gi: Escapes     An Dolya- Inside Crescent 

Chop gi: Regrabs    Pakkat Dolya: Outside Crescent 

Geuk gi: Joint Locks    Dolyo/Baldoon: Round/Instep 

Dunja gi: Take downs/throws   Yup: Side 

     Naeyro: Axe 

Ha dan: Low 

Choon dan: Middle 

Sang dan: High 

Dwit: Back 

Sudo: Knife hand 

 

Numbers     Conversational Korean 

Hana: 1   Il: 1st    An-Nyeog Ha-Se-Yo (How are you?) 

Dool: 2   Ee: 2nd    Jeo-neun Scot im-ni-da (I am Scot) 

Set: 3   Sam: 3rd    Man-na-seo ban-gap-seum-ni-da (Pleased to meet you) 

Net: 4  Sah: 4th  An-nyeong-hee ga-se-yo (Goodbye when leaving) 

Dassut: 5   Oh: 5th  An-nyeong-hee gyeh-se-yo (Goodbye if staying) 

Yassut: 6   Yook: 6th  Shil-le-ham-ni-da or Shil-le-gee-mahn (Excuse Me) 

Ilgop: 7   Chil: 7th  Ah-sah o-se-yo (Come on in) 

Yoldul: 8   Pahl: 8th  An-jeu-sey-yo (Please sit down) 

Ahope: 9   Kuh: 9th  Mi-an-ham-ni-da (I’m sorry) 

Yol: 10   Ship: 10th  Go mop sahm Nee-Da (Thanks) 

Yol hana: 11 Kahm-sa-ham Nee-Da (Thank You) 

Sumul: 20 Cookie Duh Hi O – (Face the flags) 

Suron: 30 

Mahon: 40 

Schwin: 50 
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Lee’s Lineage 
 

Choi Yong Sool      Pyang Yon-Kue 
Founder of Hapkido    Founder of JiDoKwan TaeKwonDo 

  

 

 

 

 

Li Ki-Duk (Grand Master Duke Lee) 
9th dan, World Tae Kwon-do Federation (WTF) 

9th dan, Korean Hapkido Association 

   6th dan, Korea Kom Do Association 

Founder 

US Hapkido Association 

USA Tae Kwon-Do Federation 

 

 

 

Grand Master Eric Richards 
9
th
 dan HKD, 8

th
 TKD 

President 

US Hapkido Association 

USA Tae Kwon-Do Federation 

 

 

  Grand Master Dennis Cecil 

8
th
 dan (HKD, TKD) 

 

 

 

 

Lee’s Martial Arts Academy     Crane Self Defense Club 

Mr. Curry, 4
th
 dan HKD/TKD   Mr. Carl Jarvis, 2

nd
 dan HKD 

Mr. Johnson, 4
th
 dan HKD/2

nd
 dan TKD 

Mr. Price, 4
th
 dan TKD/2

nd
 dan HKD 

Mr. Lewis, 3
rd
 dan HKD/1

st
 dan TKD 

Mr. Jarvis, 2
nd
 dan HKD/1

st
 dan TKD 

Mr. Brower, 1
st
 dan TKD        

  

Flying Tigers Martial Arts Academy (PA) 

Master Rich Anton, 5
th
 dan TKD, 3

rd
 dan HKD 

 
 


